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                        360 Series

                        RIGID 360-Series family of LED lights are the most robust and useful round lights on the market.
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                        Adapt E-Series

                        The RIGID Adapt E-Series takes off-road lighting performance to a whole new level with two layers of adaptive response to your vehicle and driving conditions.
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                        Adapt

                        The RIGID® Adapt™ LED Light Bars are the world’s first off-road lighting products that can change instantly according to conditions.
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                        Reflect

                        The RIGID Reflect is the first LED light that not only illuminates the road ahead, but also allows you to see what's behind.
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                        Rear Facing

                        The RIGID Chase rear facing LED light adds safety and functionality to any off-road application by packing reverse, courtesy, strobe, running, and brake lights into a single compact package.
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                        D-SS PRO

                        One of RIGID's most versatile, compact lighting solutions just got better with the RIGID D-SS PRO, Dually Side Shooter LED pod.
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                        RDS-SERIES PRO

                        RIGID revolutionized the lighting industry with the introduction of the RDS-Series, and recent advancements in LED technology have made them more powerful than ever before with the RDS-Series PRO.
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                        MIDNIGHT EDITION

                        The Midnight Optics enable RIGID to "disappear" during the day while still providing powerful LED technology to light up the night.
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                        RADIANCE PLUS

                        The RIGID Radiance Curve Plus light bar is the perfect solution for those who want RIGID's legendary quality at a level everyone can attain.
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                        RADIANCE PLUS CURVE

                        The RIGID Radiance Curved light bar is for the customer who wants a truly custom look that only RIGID can provide.
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                        E-SERIES PRO

                        The E-Series was born in off-road, but its versatility makes it well suited for use with power sports, marine, general automotive and even first responder applications.
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                        SR-SERIES PRO

                        The SR-Series PRO LED Light Bars provide a sleek, low profile lighting solution that measures less than 2" tall.
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                        A-SERIES

                        The A-Series LED Accessory Light is the universal light that can be used just about anywhere.
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                        Ignite

                        The RIGID Ignite™ is the smallest, most versatile forward projecting light in RIGID Industries' product line!
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                        SR-M PRO

                        Among the smallest, most compact products that RIGID offers, the SR-M Series PRO (Single Row Mini) still packs a lot of lighting power!
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                        SR-Q PRO

                        The SR-Q Series PRO is a sleek low profile lighting option that packs more lighting output than ever before thanks to recent improvements to the advanced LEDs inside.
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                        D-SERIES PRO

                        The most versatile compact lighting package on the market today.
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                        D-XL PRO

                        With the enormous popularity of the original D-Series came the need for a slightly larger, more powerful lighting solution.
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                        Q-SERIES PRO

                        The Q-Series is designed and built to withstand the harshest working environments imaginable.
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                        Scene Lights

                        Developed specifically for First Responders and Rescue personnel, LED Scene Lighting by RIGID Industries is an efficient way to light up any area.
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                        Site Series

                        Many situations require a highly portable, high-powered light source that can illuminate a required worksite.
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                        Flashlights

                        The RIGID Industries RI-Series is a full line of flashlights that offer high-output LED technology in a compact package. Inspired by tactical flashlights developed for military and law enforcement, the RI-Series couples cutting edge LEDs with machined aluminum reflectors to create a rugged, powerful light source.
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                        SAE COMPLIANT

                        These SAE Compliant lights allow RIGID LED Lights to be used on-the-road and not just off-road.
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                        E-Mark Certified Lights

                        RIGID's worldwide expansion means addressing the needs of customers in a global marketplace, including those that need lighting that complies with European standards.
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                        TRUCK-LITE Headlight Kits By RIGID Industries

                        Truck-Lite® Headlight Kits by RIGID Industries are an excellent upgrade for light, medium and heavy-duty trucks, off-road vehicles, classic cars, motorcycles and more.
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                        R-SERIES 36

                        RIGID has expanded its round light offering with the new R-Series 36. Designed to be a direct fit into any par 36 bulb enclosure.
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                        R-SERIES 46

                        RIGID entered the world of round lighting with the release of the R-Series 46, which combines innovative LED technology with the classic round shape of traditional auxiliary lighting.
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                        UV Kits

                        The UV Black Light Kits were designd exclusively with the night fisherman in mind. The UV Black Light Kits will illuminate fluorescent fishing line, maing it easy to detect subtle bites.
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                        Trolling Motor Mounts

                        Available for several popular models of the Minn Kota® Fortrex® trolling motor, this mounting kit replaces the original diversion plate mounted on the nose of the trolling motoro mount.
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                        Infrared Light Series

                        Certain applications require a stealthy light source, and the Infrared LED Lights by RIGID offers an excellent solution.
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                        MIL-STD-461F

                        RIGID's MIL-STD-461F Compliant lights meet stringent military standards and are designed to withstand the harshest work environments.
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